
Jo Yoga Manifesto

I am Jo.  A woman, a mother, a sister, a daughter, a girlfriend, a friend.  I am
honest, forthright and deeply passionate about how we, as a generation, can

ensure that life, with its fears, worries, struggles and ignorance does not continue
on through further generations.

 
We as a generation existing through the Age of Aquarius are here at this time to
make the changes.  To live through the changes and close down on the ages of

ignorance and patriarchy.
 

LOVE is the only sole renewable source and that when we turn to love and away
from fear, life flows with joy, learning & freedom.

 
This is what I, as a teacher of Yoga and all the philosophy that goes with it, teach to

my students.  Whether they listen and learn is up to them (this is the age of
freedom) but I will always stay true to my message.

 
Woman is risen to walk alongside the men and women she loves.  To raise the

children and stand strong in the face of adversity and to connect to all the love and
light around her.

 
I will teach strength, the greatest sense of self, and I will lift and rise those up

around me.
 

I am jo, a yoga teacher, and I connect with schools, parents, care givers and other
youth based establishments to enable them to deliver mindfulness, yoga and the

promotion of good mental health practices to children and young adults.
 

I assist our children and young adults in the treatment of anxiety, depression and
other 'growing up politics' that they deal with on a daily basis.

 
I am teaching that is OK to be unique, ok to be comfortable with who you are and

the magic that you bring.
 

Our connection to the universe the soul and each other will always be the truth.
 

The time for change is now and we are lucky enough to be living through this
enlightened time and be the lighthouses.

 
This is my manifesto - This is my truth!!


